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A multi-level optimization approach for the design of feedforward active structural acoustic control
~ASAC! systems is presented. The formulation takes advantage that both the structural response and
the acoustic radiation from a controlled structure can be completely defined in the modal domain.
All the physical parameters that define the control inputs and the error sensors are defined in the
modal domain in terms of the unit modal control forces and the modal error sensor components,
respectively. The upper level of the optimization solves for the optimum modal parameters that
minimize the total radiated acoustic power. Then, these optimum modal parameters are used in a set
of lower level or physical domain optimization problems to determine the physical characteristics of
the actuators and sensors to be implemented. Since the response of the system is evaluated in the
upper level using a modal approach, the formulation permits the implementation of numerical
techniques and/or experimental data during the design process. Therefore, the proposed
methodology can be used for the design of control systems for realistic structures with complex
disturbances in an efficient manner. The design formulation is illustrated for the case of a simply
supported plate excited by an off-resonance disturbance. ©1998 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~98!03707-2#
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INTRODUCTION

An approach for the attenuation of structurally radiat
noise consists in modifying the vibration behavior of t
structure by applying control force inputs directly to th
structure. This technique is known as Active Structu
Acoustic Control ~ASAC! and was first introduced by
Fuller.1 The combination of this technique in conjunctio
with new developments in specialized actuators and se
materials have permitted the implementation of the conc
of ‘‘smart’’ or adaptive systems where the transducers be
an integral part of the structure. At present, such advan
control systems have been successfully implemented to
trol sound radiation from plates and cylinders; sou
transmission/radiation from single and double panels;
interior noise from cylindrical structures among others.2

Although the concept of ASAC systems along wi
‘‘smart’’ structures has been successfully tested, the de
aspects of such systems is still under much investigation
formal optimization approach in ASAC implementations w
first introduced by Wang and co-workers.3 This investigation
consisted in the direct optimization of the location of recta
gular piezoelectric~PZT! actuators to minimize the soun
radiation from a simply supported plate. The results dem
strated that optimally located actuators provided a far be
sound reduction, at both on- and off-resonance excitatio
than actuators whose position were chosen based in s
physical consideration. More recently, other optimum des
approaches for structural-acoustic control systems have
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proposed such as using subset selection techniques,4 cluster
analyses,5 eigenproperty assignments,6 and genetic
algorithms.7 These previous works have demonstrated t
optimally designed actuators and sensors can have a sig
cant impact on the performance of active control system
reduce both sound radiation and acoustic fields inside en
sures. They have shown that significant levels of attenua
can be obtained with far fewer optimally located transduce
thus reducing the dimensionality and complexity of the co
trol system. However, there are still limitations that preve
the same approaches from being implemented in the de
of complex realistic structures.

For the case of minimizing sound radiation from com
plex structures, the design approach of ASAC systems
virtually nonexistent. In most of the previous optimizatio
approaches, the design formulation consisted of using a n
linear optimization algorithm to minimize an expression r
lated to the total radiated acoustic power as a function of
physical characteristics~i.e., location, size, etc.! of the actua-
tors and sensors. The main problem with this straightforw
approach is that the computation of the acoustic response
complex structural systems as a function of the phys
characteristics of the actuators and sensors results in a c
putationally expensive procedure.

In this work an efficient formulation for the design o
feedforward ASAC systems to suppress acoustic radia
from complex structural systems under light fluid loadi
~i.e., no acoustic feedback! is presented. The approach co
sists in a two-stage multi-level optimization scheme. The f
926104(2)/926/11/$15.00 © 1998 Acoustical Society of America
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 Redistri
mulation takes advantage of the fact that both the struct
response and the acoustic radiation from a controlled st
ture can be completely defined in terms of modal quantit
All the physical parameters that define the control inputs
the error sensors have their counterpart in the modal dom
through the unit modal control forces and the modal er
sensor components, respectively. Therefore, the upper l
of the optimization is defined in the modal domain a
solves for the optimum unit modal control forces and mo
error sensor components that minimize the total radia
power. Then, these optimum modal parameters are used
set of lower level optimization problems to determine t
physical characteristics of the actuators and sensors to
implemented. Since in the formulation the response is ev
ated in the upper level or modal domain, it permits t
implementation of numerical techniques and/or experime
data during the design process. In addition, since the up
level optimization problem is universal for any type
structure/transducer combination, a previously develo
general analytical sensitivity formulation8 is implemented to
improve the performance of the optimization algorithm d
ing the solution process. Therefore, the formulation is
pable to handle complex structures with complex dist
bances~e.g., multiple frequencies! in an efficient manner.
Once the optimum modal parameters are obtained, diffe
types of transducers can be investigated with a minim
computational effort. The proposed approach is illustra
for the case of a simply supported plate excited by an
resonance disturbance. The study of a plate will serve a
benchmark to implement the design methodology for m
complex systems.

I. STRUCTURAL-ACOUSTIC RESPONSE

A. Structural response

The response of a structure can be obtained by mo
superposition once the eigenproperties of the system~i.e.,
natural frequencies and mode shapes! are known. These
eigenproperties can be estimated using numerical techni
such as the finite element method~FEM! or experimentally
using modal analysis techniques. For the case of sound
diation from structures submerged in light fluids such as
it is necessary to consider only the vibration in which t
response normal to the radiating surface is dominant.9 The
Fourier transform~FT! of the response in the direction no
mal to the structural surface can be obtained as a linear c
bination of the modes as

w~r s ,v!5 (
n51

N

qn~v!fn~r s!

5 (
n51

N

F~v! f nHn~v!fn~r s!, ~1!

wherev is the excitation frequency,fn(r s) is thenth mode
shape,N is the total number of modes included in the ana
sis, r s is a point on the structure, andqn(v)
5F(v) f nHn(v) is the FT of thenth modal displacemen
whereF(v) is the amplitude of the external excitation an
f n is thenth unit modal force defined as
927 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 2, Pt. 1, August 1998
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f n5E
S
fn~r s! f ~r s!dS, ~2!

where the integral is extended over the structural domaiS
and f (r s) is a function that defines the spatial distributio
of the excitation. Finally,Hn(v) is the nth modal fre-
quency response function defined asHn(v)5(vn

22v2

12 j bnvnv)21, wherej is the imaginary number andbn is
the nth modal damping ratio.

B. Acoustic response

The acoustic radiationp(r ,v) from a harmonically vi-
brating structure can be obtained after solving the Helmh
wave equation10

¹2p~r ,v!1k2p~r ,v!50 ~3!

in conjunction with the boundary conditions

“p~r s ,v!5v2rw~r s ,v! ~4a!

and

lim
ur u→`

p~r ,v!→0, ~4b!

wherer is a field point location;“~.! is the Laplacian opera
tor; k5v/c is the acoustic wave number; andc andr are the
phase speed and density in the fluid that surrounds the s
ture, respectively. Equation~4a! relates the structural re
sponse with the acoustic pressure at the structural sur
while Eq. ~4b! represents the Sommerfeld far-field conditio
that requires that the acoustic pressure decreases as the
point is moved away from the structure. Equations~3! and
~4! do not possess closed-form solution for any but ve
simple cases. For the case of structures with complex ge
etries, they are solved using numerical techniques such a
boundary element method~BEM!.11

The strategy in this work is to obtain the acoustic r
sponse by considering the contributions of each of the st
tural modes separately. By substituting the modal expans
in Eq. ~1! into Eq. ~4!, the acoustic pressure field can b
obtained as a linear contribution of the structural modes

p~r ,v!5 (
n51

N

qn~v!pn~r ,v!, ~5!

wherepn(r ,v) is the acoustic pressure atr due to thenth
mode shape, i.e., modal pressure.

The total acoustic radiated power can be estimated
integrating the far-field acoustic intensity over a sphere
surface areaA that surrounds the structure as

P~v!5E
A

up~r ,w!u2

2rc
dA. ~6!

Replacing Eq.~5! into Eq. ~6!, the acoustic power can b
written in a general quadratic form as
927H. M. Rodriguez and R. A. Burdisso: Control system design
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 Redistri
P~v!5 (
n51

N

(
m51

N

qn~v!qm* ~v!E
A

pn~r ,v!pm* ~r ,v!

2rc
dA

5$q~v!%H@K~v!#$q~v!%, ~7!

where the superscripts~* ! and H imply complex conjugate
and conjugate transpose, respectively; and the elemen
matrix @K(v)# are given by the integral in Eq.~7!.

The diagonal elements of the matrix@K(v)# represent
the power radiated due to the direct contributions of
modes, while the off-diagonal terms contain the power ra
ated due to the coupling of the modes. In particular,
off-diagonal terms could be either positive or negative
pending if the interaction between the modes is construc
or destructive. For the case of complex structures, this ma
has to be evaluated by numerical techniques and there
represents the highest computational effort during the ev
ation of the acoustic response. Finally,$q(v)% is the vector
of modal displacements.

Equation~7! defines the total radiated power at a sing
frequency. The general case of multiple frequency exc
tions is expressed as a linear combination of the contr
tions due to each frequency as

PT~v!5(
i 51

NF

~$q~v i !%
H@K~v i !#$q~v i !%!5(

i 51

NF

P~v i !,

~8!

whereNF is the total number of frequencies.
Inspection of Eqs.~7! and ~8! show that the relative

contributions to the acoustic power due to the modes dep
on two factors: the complex amplitudes of the modal d
placements$q(v i)% and the relative values of the mod
power matrices@K(v i)#. The modal displacements$q(v i)%
depend on the dynamics of the structure under a partic
disturbanceF(v). In the same way, the matrices@K(v i)#
depend on the capacity of the structural modes to gene
sound and their coupling characteristics. For a mode exc
on-resonance, its modal displacement will be significan
larger than the other ones and therefore this mode will m
likely dominate the acoustic field. On the other hand, at o
resonance conditions the acoustic field will probably
mainly due to the radiation of the modes with the high
radiation efficiency.

C. Optimum feedforward control inputs

Equation~1! represents the steady-state or frequency
main structural response due to an external disturba
F(v). The response due to this disturbance can be contro
by applying Nc secondary control forcesUk(v) where k
51,...,Nc . The response of the controlled system can be
pressed as6

wc~r s ,v!5 (
n51

N

qn
c~v!fn~r s!, ~9!

where, using the principle of superposition, thenth modal
displacement of the controlled system is
928 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 2, Pt. 1, August 1998
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c~v!5qn~v!1Hn~v!(

k51

Nc

Uk~v!unk , ~10!

where Uk(v) and unk are the amplitude and thenth unit
modal control force of thekth control input, respectively. As
can be seen in Eq.~10!, the unit modal control forcesunk

dictate the relativecontrollability of the different modes by
the control inputsUk(v). Similarly to the unit modal distur-
bances, the unit modal control forces are given as

unk5E
S
fn~r s!uk~r s!dS, ~11!

where uk(r s) defines the spatial distribution of the contr
forces. Similar to the unit modal disturbances, the unit mo
control forces depend completely on the physical implem
tation of the actuators, e.g., shakers, PZT ceramics, etc.

In feedforward control, the complex amplitude of th
control inputsUk(v) are obtained by ‘‘feeding forward’’ a
reference signalx(v), fully coherent to the original distur-
banceF(v), through an array of compensators. The co
pensators are designed such that a measurable control
function is minimized. This cost function is usually obtaine
as the sum of the mean-square-value~msv! of the response a
the error sensors as

J5(
s51

Ns

uEs~v!u2, ~12!

whereEs(v) is the FT of the response due to thesth error
sensor output andNs is the total number of error outputs.

In ASAC applications, the error signals could be o
tained by measuring directly the acoustic field using mic
phones or the structural vibration using structural sensors
many applications the use of far-field microphones as e
sensors is not practical. Since one of the objectives in
work is to eliminate the need for the use of microphones a
design a completely adaptive system with the actuators
sensors integrated to the structure, only structural sensor
considered here. For the case of such sensors, the resp
can always be expressed as a linear combination of m
terms as6

Es~v!5 (
n51

N

qn
c~v!jns , ~13!

wherejns is thenth modal component of thesth error sen-
sor. Again, the modal error components are related to
physical implementation of the sensors and they dictate
relativeobservabilityof the different modes

By differentiating Eq.~13! with respect to the real and
imaginary part of the control inputsUk(v) and setting them
to zero, it can be shown that the set of the optimum con
inputs is the solution of the following linear system of equ
tions

@Tce~v!#$U~v!%52F~v!$Tde~v!%, ~14!

where vector$Uk(v)% contains theNc control inputs, the
elements of matrix@Tce(v)# are the transfer functions be
928H. M. Rodriguez and R. A. Burdisso: Control system design
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 Redistri
tween the control inputs and the error outputs and the
ments of vector$Tde(v)% contain the transfer functions be
tween the disturbances and the error outputs.

Once the optimum feedforward control inputsUk(v)
are obtained from the solution of Eq.~14! they are substi-
tuted into Eq.~10! to compute the modal displacements
the controlled systemqn

c(v). Finally, the controlled moda
displacements can be substituted for the uncontrolled m
displacements in Eq.~7! to yield the total radiated power o
the controlled system as

Pc~v!5$qc~v!%H@K~v!#$qc~v!%, ~15!

where $qc(v)% is the vector of controlled modal displace
ments. In the same way, the total controlled radiated po
due to the contribution ofNF frequencies is given as

PT
c~v!5(

i 51

NF

~$qc~v i !%
H@K~v i !#$q

c~v i !%!

5(
i 51

NF

Pc~v i !. ~16!

Equation~16! describes the acoustic response of a fe
forward controlled structure. This equation clearly shows
advantage of evaluating the response as a combinatio
modal contributions, especially in terms of the computatio
effort. This advantage is specially critical during the des
of the control system. This design procedure involves a s
tematic update of the physical characteristics of the transd
ers~i.e., type, size, number, location, etc.! and the evaluation
of the acoustic response for each configuration. This proc
is continued until the desired attenuation is obtained. Us
Eq. ~16!, the evaluation of the acoustic response is jus
matter of simple algebraic manipulations once the eleme
of matrices@K(v i)# are known.

II. CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN BY MULTI-LEVEL
OPTIMIZATION

As shown in Eq.~16!, the total radiated power from th
controlled system is a function of the forcesUk(v) which in
turn are defined from the modal characteristics of the unc
trolled system, i.e.,F(v) f n andHn(v), and of the actuators
and sensors, i.e.,unk andjns . The unit modal control forces
unk and modal error sensor componentsjns are directly re-
lated to the physical implementation of the actuators a
sensors, respectively. Therefore, the design of the con
system consists in finding the transducers that, when im
mented, yield the proper unit modal control forcesunk and
modal error sensor componentsjns . The significance of the
unit modal control forces and the modal error sensor com
nents in the response of the controlled system is that t
represent the relativecontrollability andobservabilityof the
modes by the control actuators and the error sensors, res
tively. Regardless of the type of actuators and sensors,
unit modal control forces and the modal error sensor com
nents play the role of weighting coefficients that can be n
malized between61.
929 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 2, Pt. 1, August 1998
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The fact that the response of the controlled system
be obtained without the knowledge of the physical charac
istics of the transducers but from their effect on the differe
modes brings out the opportunity of designing the cont
system using a multi-level optimization approach. In mu
level optimization a complex problem is broken into a set
simpler problems that offers computational advantages.
process of decomposition consists of separating the opt
zation process in an upper level problem, in which a glo
cost function is minimized with respect to global design va
ables, and a set of lower level problems, in which a set
local design variables are related to all the global des
variables or a subset of them. The upper level or modal
main optimization consists in finding the optimum un
modal control forces and modal error sensor components
minimize the total radiated acoustic power. Therefore, at
upper level optimization, the global cost function is the to
radiated acoustic power as presented in Eq.~16! and the
global design variables are the modal quantitiesunk andjns .
Once the optimum modal parameters are obtained, a se
lower level or physical domain optimization problems can
solved in which the actuators and sensors that yield the
timum unit modal control forcesunk and modal error senso
componentsjns are obtained. Therefore, the local desi
variables at the lower level are the physical parameters
define the actuators and sensors, i.e., number, size, loca
etc., while the local cost functions are the sum of the squa
of the differences between the optimum modal quantities
the ‘‘actual’’ modal parameters due to the implementation
a particular transducer. The outcome of this procedure is
optimally designed control system.

The main advantages of the proposed design appro
can be listed as:

~1! The design process is broken into the solution of t
simple problems. The modal domain or upper optimiz
tion problem consists in the minimization of a contin
ous function of the modal control parameters. On t
other hand, the physical domain or lower level formu
tions consist in a set of much simpler problems that
volves matching the ‘‘actual’’ modal parameters of th
transducers as closely as possible to the ‘‘ideal’’ mo
parameters. The simplicity in the solution in this tw
level approach should be contrasted to the difficulty
solving a straightforward optimization problem in whic
the acoustic response is directly expressed in terms
the physical characteristics of the transducers.

~2! Since the upper level is solved in the modal domain,
formulation is applicable to the design of any compl
structure modeled using FEM/BEM codes or using e
perimental modal analysis data. The highest compu
tional effort at this level is in computing the matrice
@K(v i)# using Eq.~7!. The computation of these matr
ces has to be carried out only once for each disturba
frequency during the design process.

~3! Since the modal domain is universal for any type
structure, a sensitivity analysis of the cost function a
the constraints can be developed in this stage. The us
929H. M. Rodriguez and R. A. Burdisso: Control system design
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 Redistri
analytical sensitivities instead of numerical approxim
tions greatly improves the performance of optimizati
algorithms.8

~4! Since the response of the controlled system is co
pletely defined in the modal domain, the upper level f
mulation can be used to investigate and evaluate the
formance of different control system configurations.
this level, the designer can decide with relative ease
required number of control inputsNc and error outputs
Ns that are necessary to obtain a desired attenuation

~5! Since the design of the transducers to be implemente
the control system is carried out after solving simple s
of optimization problems, different models of actuato
and sensors can be easily investigated at the lower l
without the need to recompute the response of the st
ture.

A. Upper level or modal domain optimization

The modal domain or upper level optimization proble
is posed as follows:

Min R~unk ,jns!5
PT

c~v!

PT~v!
~17a!

such that

gm
c ~unk ,jns!5 (

n51

N uUk~unk ,jns ,v i !•unku2

uF~v i !• f nu2
<lm ,

i 51,...,NF m5Nc3NF ~17b!

gk
n~unk!5 (

n51

N

unk
2 51, k51,...,Nc ~17c!

gs
j~jns!5 (

n51

N

jns
2 51, s51,...,Ns . ~17d!

The optimization problem stated in Eq.~17! seeks to
minimize the ratioR(unk ,jns) of the total radiated power o
the controlled systemPT

c(v) to the total radiated power o
the uncontrolled systemPT(v). The inequality constraints
in Eq. ~17b! impose restrictions on the effort, through th
penalty parameterlm . By setting the penalty parameterlm

to less than one, Eq.~17b! implies that the modulus square o
each one of the modal control forces,uUk(v i)unku2, will be
in a weighted average sense less than the modulus squa
the modal disturbances,uF(v i) f nu2. Therefore, by satisfying
these constraints the control force applied to each mode
be less than the modal force due to the disturbance. The
an inequality constraint of this type for each one of theNc

control inputs at each one of theNF frequencies. It is impor-
tant to mention that the constraints in the control effort E
~17b! could also be implemented as a penalty in the c
function. Finally, the equality constraints in Eqs.~17c!, ~17d!
imply a normalization of the design variables since the o
relevant information is their relative values, which defin
the relativecontrollability and observabilityof the modes,
respectively. This continuous optimization problem in t
upper level or modal domain can be solved by any c
930 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 2, Pt. 1, August 1998
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strained optimization algorithm in conjunction with prev
ously developed analytical sensitivity formulations.8

B. Lower level or physical domain optimization

Once the optimum modal parameters are obtained t
are used as goals to reach in a set of physical domain o
mization problems. The purpose of the optimization pro
lems at this level is to find the physical characteristics of
desired actuators and sensors that when implemented in
real structure induce unit modal control forces and mo
error sensor components as close as possible to the opti
values obtained from the upper level optimization. For t
sake of clarity, from now on the optimum modal paramet
obtained in the upper level are denoted as ‘‘ideal’’ while t
modal parameters of the physical transducers are denote
‘‘actual.’’ The ‘‘actual’’ modal parameters are functions o
the physical design parameters of the transducers suc
type, location, dimensions, etc. Hence, the first requirem
at this level is to have mechanical models for the transduc
that relate the modal parameters to the physical design v
ables. In addition, a single control input~error output! can be
implemented using multiple actuators~sensors! wired in- or
out-of-phase. Therefore, the cost functions at this level a
measure of the difference between the ‘‘ideal’’ and ‘‘actua
modal parameters while the design variables are the phys
characteristics of the implementation of the transducers~i.e.,
size, location, relative phases, etc.!.

1. Optimum actuator design

The set of lower level or physical domain optimizatio
problems to obtain the optimum physical design parame
$a% for the control actuators can be expressed in formal
timization notation as

min Ck~$a%!5 (
n51

N

uunk2Ĉnk~$a%!u2, ~18!

where the cost functionCk($a%) represents a measure of th
error between the ‘‘ideal’’ optimum unit modal contro
forcesunk and the ‘‘actual’’ unit modal control forces give
by the functionĈnk($a%) for thekth control input. Then, the
nth component of the ‘‘actual’’ unit modal control forc
Ĉnk($a%) driven by thekth control signal is obtained by
including the contributions of all thenth unit modal forces
produced by each one of theNA actuators as

Ĉnk~$a%!5(
i 51

NA

Cni~$a% i !, ~19!

whereCni($a% i) is the mechanical model that defines thenth
unit modal force produced by thei th actuator and vector$a% i

contains the design variables for thei th actuator.

2. Optimum sensor design

Similarly, the set of lower level or physical domain op
timization problems to obtain the optimum physical desi
parameters for the error sensors can be expressed as
930H. M. Rodriguez and R. A. Burdisso: Control system design
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TABLE I. Modal properties of simply supported plate and modal control components.

Mode
(nx ,ny)

Nat. freq.
Hz f n

‘‘Ideal’’
unl

‘‘Ideal’’
jnl

‘‘Actual’’
unl

‘‘Actual’’
jnl

~1,1! 85.9 1.370 20.070 0.161 0.144 0.380
~2,1! 184.9 21.100 20.166 20.235 20.290 20.069
~1,2! 244.8 0.570 0.005 0.359 20.022 20.146
~2,2! 343.8 20.460 20.002 20.102 0.050 20.274
~3,1! 349.9 20.480 20.002 0.186 20.048 0.096
~3,2! 508.5 20.200 0.001 0.094 20.053 20.295
~1,3! 509.5 21.130 20.154 20.143 20.122 20.124
~4,1! 581.0 1.490 0.963 20.460 0.927 0.451
~2,3! 608.5 0.910 0.127 0.455 0.130 0.500
~4,2! 739.8 0.620 0.002 0.534 20.036 20.218
~3,3! 773.5 0.400 0.001 20.110 0.030 0.380
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min Cs~$b%!5 (
n51

N

ujns2V̂ns~$b%!u2, ~20!

whereCs is the cost function relating the difference betwe
the optimum modal error sensor componentsjns and the
‘‘actual’’ modal error sensor components given byV̂ns($b%)
connected to thesth error channel. Similar to the case of th
unit modal control forces, thenth component of the ‘‘ac-
tual’’ modal error sensor component due to thesth error
signal V̂ns($b%) can be obtained by including the contrib
tions of all thenth modal error sensor components due
each one of theNE error sensors as

V̂ns~$b%!5(
j 51

NE

Vn j~$b% j !, ~21!

whereVn j($b% j ) is thenth modal error sensor component
the j th error sensor and vector$b% j contains the design vari
ables for thej th sensor.

Equations~18! and ~21!, solved for each one of theNc

control andNs error channels, define completely the set
lower level or physical domain optimization problems. A
can be seen, once the optimum modal parameters are
tained in the upper level optimization different actuators a
sensor models can be investigated with a minimum com
tational effort.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section illustrates the implementation of the p
posed multi-level optimization design approach for the
sign of an optimum control system for a baffled simply su
ported plate. Since both the structural and acoustic respo
of a simply supported plate can be obtained analytically,
study of this structure is ideal as a benchmark for more co
plex systems. The plate is made of steel with a modulus
elasticity E5231011 N/m2, mass density rs57800
Ns2/m4, and Poisson’s ration50.28. The dimensions of th
plate areLx50.38 m, Ly50.30 m, and thicknessh50.002
m. The plate is assumed to be vibrating in air with a dens
r51.21 kg/m3 and phase speedc5343 m/s. The disturbanc
is assumed to be a point force with amplitudeF(v)51N
and frequencyv53454 rad/s~i.e., 550 Hz! and located atxf
oc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 2, Pt. 1, August 1998
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50.24 m, yf50.13 m. The case of multiple frequency exc
tations has already been studied12 and will be reported in a
future publication.

A. Uncontrolled system response

For the case of a simply supported plate, the natu
frequency and mass normalized mode shape, identified
their modal indices (nx ,ny), are easily computed.10 In the
present case, it is assumed a modal damping ratio of 1%~i.e.,
bn50.01! for all the modes. A total of 11 modes~i.e., N
511! are considered in the analysis. The natural frequen
and unit modal disturbance force,f n , are summarized in the
second and third column in Table I. From the values of
natural frequencies, it can be seen that the disturbance e
tation is off-resonance between the~1,3! and the~4,1! modes.
In addition, the values of the unit modal disturbances in
cate that the disturbance couples well with modes~4,1!,
~1,1!, ~1,3!, and ~1,2! while is less effective in driving, for
example, modes~3,2! and ~3,3!.

Similarly, the far-field acoustic response due to thenth
mode of a baffled simply supported plate can also be
tained analytically from the solution of the Raleigh integr
as9

pn~r ,u,g,v!

52v2r
LxLy

2prnxny
A 4

rshLxLy
S ~21!nxe2 j t121

~t1 /nxp!221 D
3S ~21!nye2 j t221

~t2 /nyp!221 De2 jkr , ~22!

where k5v/c; t15kLx sinu cosg and t25kLy

3sinu sing; andu andg are the angles defining the far-fiel
direction.

Using Eq.~22!, the contribution due to the modes, bo
direct and cross terms, to the total radiated power at 550
including the dynamics of the system can be presen
graphically. To this end, each one of the elements in
double summation in Eq.~7! is shown in Fig. 1. The results
are presented in decibels (dB ref 1310212 W) where the
negative contributions~i.e., light shaded columns! are in-
cluded in the figure as the dB of the absolute value. T
figure shows that mode~4,1! is the highest contributor to the
931H. M. Rodriguez and R. A. Burdisso: Control system design
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total radiated power in spite of having low radiation ef
ciency. This is due to the fact that the force strongly driv
this mode. These results demonstrate the significant e
that the disturbance plays in the modal contributions to
total radiated power, in particular for spectrally white inpu
On the other hand, the effect of the radiation efficiency c
be observed in the fact that even though the excitation
quency is far away from the resonance of the~1,1! mode the
power due to this mode is only about 6 dB below the pow
produced by mode~4,1!. Thus this shows that both the dy
namics and the radiation properties of the modes are im
tant in the modal breakdown of the total acoustic power.

B. Control system design: Results and discussion

1. Modal domain design

The goal in the upper level or modal domain optimiz
tion is to find the optimum values of the unit modal contr
forces and modal error sensor components that minimize
total radiated power of the controlled systemPT

c(v) in the
presence of designer selected constraints in the modal
trol effort. In the present example, this optimization proble
has been solved using the Goal Attainment Method.13 Six
different control configurations were studied: 1I1O, 1I2
1I3O, 2I2O, 2I3O, and 3I3O where ‘‘I’’ and ‘‘O’’ denote
control and error channels, respectively. The acoustic po
reduction for each of the six control configurations as a fu
tion of the penalty in the control effort are shown in Fig.
Each one of the configurations in the figure represents a
of optimum unit modal control forcesunk and optimum
modal error sensor componentsjns . It can be observed tha
for a particular number of control channels, there is no
crease in the reduction in the total radiated power by incre
ing the number of error outputs. For that reason, the cur
for configurations with identical number of control inputs a
overlapped in the figure~e.g., curves 1I1O, 1I2O, and 1I3O!.
As can be seen in the figure, the reduction in the total ra
ated power can be accomplished by relaxing the constrain
the control effort and/or increasing the number of cont
channels. The results in Fig. 2 are very useful during

FIG. 1. Modal contributions to total radiated power. Total radiated pow
101.8 dB.
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design process since the designer can decide at a very
stage how many control channels are needed and what
tive expense~modal control effort! is required to accomplish
a desired attenuation. Since the acoustic response~before and
after control! is expressed in terms of modal parameters,
same reductions will be expected for any type of actua
sensor configuration that yields the same unit modal con
forces and modal error sensor components as the optim
ones. This is one of the main advantages of the present
proach versus optimizing directly the physical characteris
of the transducers.

In order to investigate in detail the optimum results, t
values for the optimum modal parameters for the 1I1O c
figuration with al51.0 are also presented in the fourth a
fifth columns of Table I. As shown in the table, the optimu
unit modal control forces,unk , suggest that most of the con
trol effort should be dedicated to mode~4,1! with signifi-
cantly less effort into modes~2,1!, ~1,3!, ~2,3!, and ~1,1!.
This behavior is explained by plotting the modal contrib
tions to the controlled total radiated power. This is shown
Fig. 3. Comparison of this figure and Fig. 1 shows that
mechanism of control is by mainly reducing the contributi
due to mode~4,1!. As shown in Fig. 1, mode~4,1! is the

:

FIG. 2. Reductions in total radiated power.

FIG. 3. Modal contributions to controlled power using the 1I1O configu
tion andl51.0. Total radiated power: 91.8 dB.
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FIG. 4. Performance of optimum actuator configurations~using ‘‘ideal’’ sensor!.
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highest contributor to the uncontrolled sound field and the
fore it is trivial that this mode has to be highly controlled
implied in Table I. On the other hand, modes~1,1! and~1,3!
are virtually left unaffected by the control system as in
cated by the low values of the unit modal control forces
these modes in Table I. This is because in the uncontro
system the direct power radiated by these modes is canc
by their negative cross-radiation terms as shown in Fig
On the other hand, Fig. 1 also shows that modes~2,1! and
~2,3! do not have a significant direct term contribution to t
total power. However, these modes couple acoustically w
the ~4,1! mode as shown by the important positive cro
terms in the same figure. Thus the control system attenu
the ~2,1! and ~2,3! modes to reduce these cross terms.

The previous results show that the optimization proc
is successful in identifying only those modes that had to
controlled to reduce the total radiated power. On the ot
hand, the optimum modal error sensor components in Tab
do not seem to observe the more important modes in the
radiated power, where the highest value of the modal e
components is for mode~4,2! which is barely excited by the
disturbance and do not contribute at all to the acoustic fi
This is explained by looking once more at the form of E
~10!. If the values of the control inputsUk(v) are fixed in
this equation, as is the case when the modal control ef
constraints are active, the only control parameters
change from mode to mode are the unit modal control for
unk . Therefore, the selection of the correct unit modal co
trol forces has a direct impact on the total radiated acou
power. On the other hand, the relevance of the optim
modal error sensor components stands in providing the
933 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 2, Pt. 1, August 1998
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rect complex amplitudes for the control inputs and not
observing a particular mode due to its radiation characte
tics. This also explains why there is no improvement in t
reduction in the radiated power by simply increasing t
number of error signals. Having more error signals will on
provide different means to satisfy the required control eff
constraints.

At this point, the major aspects of the modal doma
optimization results have been covered. In a typical imp
mentation of the proposed design approach, the designe
vestigates at the modal domain level many configurations
shown in Fig. 2, and selects the one that best fits the part
lar situation ~i.e., attenuation, number of control channe
control effort, etc.!. Then, the optimum unit modal contro
forces and modal error sensor components of the sele
configuration are used in the physical domain level to des
the physical characteristics of the actuators and sensors

2. Physical domain design

The first step in the lower level or physical domain d
sign is the selection of the type of transducers to be us
One of the advantages of the present design approach is
different models of actuators and sensors can be investig
with a low computational effort. In the present work, th
design formulation is demonstrated only for one type of
tuator and one type of sensor. The control actuators will
PZT patches while the error sensors are assumed to be
celerometers.
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FIG. 5. Performance of optimum sensor configurations~using ‘‘ideal’’ control forces!.
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a. Optimum actuator design.A mechanical model for
the PZT elements that relates the physical to the modal
rameters is required. As shown in the literature, if two P
patches are symmetrically bonded to both sides of the st
ture and wired out-of-phase, their effect can be approxima
as line moments applied to the middle surface of the str
ture along the edges of the patches.12 In the present example
this configuration~i.e., a PZT pair wired out-of-phase! is
denoted as a single actuator. For the case of a simply
ported plate, the line moments along the edges of thei th PZT
actuator will yield annth unit modal force in the form of14

Cni~xci ,yci ,l xi ,l y i ,Pi !

5PiC0

kxn
2 1kyn

2

kxnkyn
~cos„kxn~xci2 l xi!…

2cos„kxn~xci1 l xi!…!~cos„kyn~yci2 l y i!…

2cos„kyn~yci1 l y i!…!, ~23!

where Pi561 is the relative phase between actuators;
constantC0 is a function of the thickness and material pro
erties of the plate and the PZT elements;kxn5nxp/Lx and
kyn5nyp/Ly ; and (xci ,yci) and (l xi ,l y i) are the coordinates
of the central location and dimensions of thei th PZT pair,
respectively. Using this configuration for the unit modal co
trol forces, the optimum control inputsUk(v) will be the
voltages to be applied to the actuators. The properties of
PZT patches used in this example are: piezoelectric st
coefficientd315171310212 m/V, Poisson’s ratiovp50.31,
Young’s modulusEp56.131010 N/m2, and thicknesshp

50.0002 m. Finally, Eq.~23! is used to obtain thenth unit
modal force due toNA actuators driven in- or out-of-phas
by the control input.
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As implied in Eq. ~23!, the actuator design variable
@i.e., the elements of$a% i in Eq. ~18!# are the central location
(xci ,yci), the dimensions (l xi ,l y l), and the relative phasePi

for the i th PZT pair. In the present example, up to three P
pairs ~i.e., NA51, 2 or 3! were considered in the desig
formulation. A genetic algorithm15 ~GA! was used to solve
this problem. Ten different GA analyses were carried out
each one of the PZT configurations. The best solution fr
each analysis was selected that yielded a final set of th
possible control implementations.

The performance of these thirty control configurations
summarized in Fig. 4. The ‘‘actual’’ modal error sensor co
ponents are not known at this stage, therefore the res
shown in this figure are obtained out using the ‘‘ideal’’ va
ues of the modal error componentsjns given in Table I. In
this figure, the horizontal axis represents the 30 control c
figurations, e.g., the first ten are the best solutions for e
one of the GA analyses with a single actuator and so fo
The columns represent the power reduction achieved
each configuration. For comparison purposes, the solid h
zontal line represents the predicted power attenuation f
the modal domain optimization@i.e., DP~v!59.9 dB#. The
control effort constraint given in Eq.~17b! is also plotted
~dotted line! to illustrate the performance of the actuator co
figurations. The limit of this constraint~i.e., l51.0! is indi-
cated by the horizontal dotted line. Thus any value hig
that 1.0 indicates that the constraint is violated.

The results in Fig. 4 show that good attenuation in t
total radiated power is obtained even when using a sin
PZT. The fifth case gives an increase in the power~i.e., clear
column implies negative reduction! but since there are man
other alternate solutions, the designer just needs to dis
that one. The good performance of the single PZT is at
934H. M. Rodriguez and R. A. Burdisso: Control system design
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expense of a significant violation in the control effort pe
alty. On the other hand, the control effort is reduced~i.e., the
value of the constraint approaches the ‘‘ideal’’ value of 1!
as the number of PZT patches is increased. This is becau
the number of actuators is increased the match between
‘‘ideal’’ and ‘‘actual’’ unit modal control forces is better an
the control spillover to undesired modes is reduced.

From the 30 available solutions, the ninth configurati
when using two PZTs is selected to be implemented in
example. In this configuration both actuators are driven
phase which yields a reduction of 9.9 dB in the total radia
power and a small violation in the control effort limit of 1.5

b. Optimum sensor design.The mechanical model o
accelerometer sensors is simply given as the value of
mode shape at the sensor location. The design variable
this optimization problem@i.e., the elements of$b% in Eq.
~20!# are the coordinates of the sensors (xs j ,ys j) for j
51,...,NE . The physical domain optimization problem to d
sign the sensors is again exactly in the same form as the
of the actuator design using the GA. Results are obtained
sensing configurations consisting of one, two, and three
celerometers~i.e., NE51,...,3!. The performance of the bes
solutions of ten GA analyses is again evaluated in the s
way as for the case of the actuators. Figure 5 shows
power reduction and control effort constraint for the 30 se
ing configurations. To obtain these results, the ‘‘ideal’’ u
modal control forces found in the modal domain optimiz
tion are used~see Table I!. The results in the third figure
show that using only one sensor~i.e., minimizing the error at
only one location! does not yield enough amplitude to th
control inputUk(v) to induce a significant attenuation in th
total radiated power. The attenuation for this case is abo
dB. It can also be observed that the control effort constra
is not active@i.e., g1

c(unl ,jnl)50.5,1.0#. As can be seen, a
the number of sensors is increased there is an increase~in the
average! in the reduction of the total radiated power. On t
other hand, the modal control effort is very low with on
sensor and also increases with the number of sensors. B
on these results the ninth configuration with three acceler
eters is selected. This configuration~in conjunction with the
‘‘ideal’’ control forces! yields a power reduction of 11.0 dB
and again a small control effort violation@i.e., g1

c(unl ,jnl)
51.2.1.0#.

FIG. 6. Optimum actuator/sensor configuration~coordinates in meter!.
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3. Optimum actuator/sensor configuration

A schematic of the selected actuator/sensor configu
tion @i.e., 2-PZT~9! and 3-ACC~9! in Figs. 10 and 11# is
shown in Fig. 6. The ‘‘actual’’ modal control and moda
error sensor components are again presented in Table I
can be seen, the ‘‘actual’’ unit modal control forces show
very good agreement to the ‘‘ideal’’ values. The most s
nificant discrepancy between the ‘‘actual’’ and ‘‘ideal’’ va
ues is the change in phase in the first component. On
other hand, when compared to the ‘‘ideal’’ values, the ‘‘a
tual’’ modal error parameters show some differences
terms of the relativeobservabilityof the modes and phase
From the results in the previous section, these difference
not seem to affect the performance of the control syste
Once the actuators and sensors are designed, the pe
mance of the complete ‘‘actual’’ system is then compared
the performance of the ‘‘ideal’’ one obtained in the mod
domain optimization.

The magnitude of the control input using the selec
‘‘actual’’ configuration is 19.1 V. This configuration yields
total reduction in the radiated power of 10.7 dB that is ve
close to the ‘‘ideal’’ attenuation predicted in the modal d
main of 9.9 dB. The modal contributions to the total radiat
power when implementing the ‘‘actual’’ control system a
shown in Fig. 7. This figure can be compared to the ‘‘idea
reductions previously shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, b
results are very similar. Note that the selected actuat
sensor configuration is only one of the 900 available com
nations. In practice, the designer could check the per
mances of several configurations. Here, only o
configuration was investigated to illustrate the method.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A new approach for the optimum design of actuators a
error sensors to be implemented in ASAC applications
been developed. The formulation is based in a multi-le
optimization procedure. The upper level is defined in t
modal domain and solves for the optimum relativecontrol-
lability andobservabilityof the modes that the control sys
tem should implement in order to minimize the total radiat

FIG. 7. Modal contributions to controlled power using the 1I1O ‘‘actua
configuration. Total radiated power: 91.1 dB.
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acoustic power. The optimum results at the upper level
used in the lower level or physical domain optimizati
problems in order to find the actuators and sensors to
implemented in the structure. The formulation allows the u
of either numerical techniques or experimental results du
the design process. Therefore, the proposed design appr
can be readily applied for the design of control systems
complex structures with complex excitations. In this pap
the developed optimum design formulations were imp
mented for the case of a simply supported plate. The sim
supported plate was studied because both its structural
acoustic responses are well understood which permitte
obtain a better understanding of results and the evaluatio
the performance of the design method.
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